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Abstract

E-business is one of the driving factors for the growth of the worldwide economy. But in parallel to the upsurge of the digital trade the cyberspace became also a main attraction for criminals. Today main parts of the Internet are still outside of traditional national legislation and law enforcement. Security is therefore a task that can not be delegated to the government only. Each party in an E-business operation has to care about the threats and the effective countermeasures. This paper introduces in the theme of online security and presents at the end a technical system that helps to defeat many of the actually most dangerous threats to a trusted E-business world.

1 Introduction

Neither the bursting of the Internet bubble nor the recent boost of online criminality stopped the ascension of electronic business in the last few years. Almost all industries have developed business models which rely on so called E-business processes that use the communication facilities of the Internet. The growth rates of this new economic sector are impressive. The corresponding economic indicators show that online retail sales in 2006 (B2C) reached a value of $148 billion in North America and $102 billion in Europe with an expected CAGR\(^1\) of 20 % or more [1,2]. The already much larger ICT-based business to business (B2B) market (projected $2.3 trillion in US and €1.6 trillion in Europe in 2006) still continues to rise substantially above the total market growth (CAGR of 13.9 % in US [1] and 19 % in Europe) and represents already today a substantial fraction of the total worldwide economy.

E-business is now an important opportunity to extend the range and the productivity of existing and new companies. Customers appreciate the convenience and the expanded offering of the Internet shopping. Companies need the improved possibilities for their supply chain management to cut cost and to move rapidly in the global market. However this new Eldorado also attracts criminals and the Web technologies, originally designed for maximum availability and connectivity, offer numerous possibilities for abuse and attacks on the digital economy. Investigations showed that the fraud rate in online transactions is at the level of 2.1% (2004) rising to 3.7% (2005) [3] of the total transaction volume. This value is more than an order of magnitude higher than in conventional transactions and already now leads to substantial losses especially in the financial industry [4]. Identity theft, which is a preferred way to commit online fraud, caused over $2 billion damage to the US financial industry in 2006 [3]. These facts have also changed our view on security.

1.1 The Changing Landscape of Security

A big building with a vitreous facade and a prestigious lobby with secured entry doors still represents our classic picture of a secured enterprise. However this is an idea of the past. Within the digital economy, corporations have become increasingly virtual organizations distributed over many countries and interacting with a rapidly growing community of collaborators, clients and partners. In parallel to this evolution the classical concept of secured zones inside clearly defined borderlines has been replaced by new strategies to cope with fraud and crime.

1.1.1 Security is on the radar of all industries

Such new security needs have triggered a whole security industry in the IT sector. Although the classical security market is still dominant, the newer market for logical access control grows much faster and will reach US$ 9.3 billion this year with CAGR of 20% [5]. The growing importance of security is also reflected in the spending behavior of the IT departments of F1000 companies. In 2006 about 88 % of these departments allocated constant or growing budgets for IT security compared to the budgets in previous years. Some of them intend to spend as much as 25 % more on security [6].

1.1.2 Security in the physical and the digital world

Improved security concepts now not only include physical security (buildings, labs, rooms) but increasingly have to include logical security: protecting the knowledge and information space of an enterprise and the digital transaction processes with their clients. In the traditional approach, we defined a borderline with inside and outside infrastructure and well guarded gates between the two zones, using armed doors, firewalls, virus scanners, VPNs and other protective measures.

---

1 Compound Annual Growth Rate
1.1.3 Three lines of defense: the new paradigm

This borderline security approach was well adapted for classical organizations but is not sufficient in a world of virtual and widely distributed organizations. To protect a complex network organization we have to introduce an in-depth defense at staggered perimeter lines. Border security, authentication and authorization build together three layers of defenses that allow secure user access and robust security.

![Diagram of three lines of defense]

Network layer security
- Malware scanners
- Firewalls
- Intrusion prevention
- VPN, SSL, cryptography
- Denial-of-Service protection

Authentication
- UserID/PW
- Identity tokens
- Certificates
- Biometrics
- AMI, SSO, federated identity

Fig. 1. Authentication is a central keystone in a layered defense system. Its strength has to match the strength of the typical border line security measures. The lines represent the three steps in an in-depth security system.

1.2 Security requests in online transactions

We may represent an E-commerce transaction between a person and an operator of a value service schematically by a triangular relationship. On one side we have the physical person that intends to take advantage of the operators offer. To get in contact with the operator the person needs a certain digital identity, which in some way defines the social situation of the person and its business relation with the operator e.g. a proof of the capability to pay for a service. The operator administrates the access rights to his value services and allocates these rights through his identity and service management system to the authorized users or customers. A person intending to use the operator’s service must present some identity credentials to show that she really has the claimed identity with the corresponding social rights (e.g. possession of a personal credit card). On the backward step the operator then grants access or allowance to the person after having checked the presented identity credentials.

![Diagram of security requests in online transactions]
Fig. 2. The processing steps to conclude an E-commerce transaction are schematically represented by the above triangular relation between the physical person, its social identity and its rights that are administered by an operator. Each processing step is endangered by some specific threats, namely identity theft compromises the authentication, transaction manipulation jeopardizes the authorization step and any kind of threats to the use of the rights endangers the exercise of the rights through the authorized person.

2 Threats to E-business

The threats to the digital economy can be roughly put in three categories

- Threats originating from criminals which intend to harm the welfare of others to gain financial, competitive or political advantages
- Threats originating from reckless promoters of their online offering using unwished marketing means
- Threats originating from software or product pirates that offer their fraudulent copies over the Internet

All these threats target the digital economy and, in the same time, use the technological means of the digital economy. Typical methods to execute an attack within one of the above threat categories include the application of malware that is introduced to the users Internet access device, the operation of malicious Web sites or the infection of innocent Web sites with malicious codes, the pushing of unwanted information content to the user (spam, adware etc) and the distribution of illegal copies of digital content or values [12]. We will concentrate here on the threats of the first category in which the identity theft in all its forms is a major vector for the execution of an attack.

2.1 What is new in online criminality

In reality the cyberspace is not so much different from the real world. Behind the entire complex infrastructure are human beings with more or less the same ethic behaviour as in the physical world. They interact with each other, make business and form social networks or build even common new living spaces. At the end we find similar threats in the cyberworld and in the physical world. Criminals still intend to rob or cheat others with the goal to enrich themselves. Virtual violence can often end in real physical violence or sexual abuse. So the basic threats are not new in the cyberworld. There are however important differences that change the balance between threats and risks in the cyberspace [13].

2.1.1 Automation

Automation enabled by the digital technology overcomes the limits of single unit production of traditional attacks. A classical bank robbery needs a very high success rate to be profitable for the bank robber. He has neither the time nor the resources to rob thousands of banks with the same method. This is different for a cyberspace attacker. He simultaneously can attack thousands or millions of victims and he needs only a tiny success rate to make the attack profitable. Typical phishing attacks have at best a few percent responding victim candidates but the absolute number of victims may be in the thousands or even more [14].

2.1.2 Remote action

A second difference comes from the very nature of the cyberspace. A personal and therefore risky presence on site of the crime is no more necessary. A cyberspace criminal may rob a bank in Norway easily from his home computer somewhere in Korea or elsewhere. The risk to get caught on the spot is quite high for a classical bank robber. For a cyberspace criminal the risk to be dismantled and caught however is at the per mille level [15].

2.1.3 Access to crime supporting technology

A further difference comes from the openness of the Internet. It leads to a rapid spread of new knowledge on security breaches and to a wide distribution of instruments to take advantage of such security holes. This is a further advantage for the cyber criminal over the classical criminal. Digital ‘arms’ are easy to procure and there is no real dissemination control. The attacker community has undergone a fundamental change in the last years. Highly skilled professionals produce the attacking tools and offer them on the Internet for moderate fees [16]. Organized crime but also so called script kiddies can use such tools to perform efficient attacks on persons and institutions. But such technology can also support the cheating of thousands of individual customers which may jeopardize even big companies or whole industries. The cracking of pay TV decoders or the distribution of illegal software copies are typical examples of such low level fraud at large scales.
2.2 The weak spots in online transactions

For a better understanding of the threats to online business transactions we need a closer look on the different weak spots of the end-to-end communication channel between user and operator and the way the transaction can be attacked. With ‘user’ and ‘operator’ we use the typical notation for an E-commerce transaction which is naturally the most exposed type of E-business transactions. But the same discussion holds for other forms of E-business relations e.g. for partners in internal business processes or in enterprise communication acts.

2.2.1 Attacks against the operator

A typical communication channel starts within a secure zone at the operator's site where the value services, the access rights and the user identities are administered. Such secured zones have in general a high level of logical and physical protection against intruders or malware. Their security is often assessed and defined through some sort of certification procedure. The entry threshold for an attacker into the heart of the IT infrastructure of a value service operator is rather high but can never be completely excluded [17].

The Web, mail and DNS servers of organisations are directly accessible from the outside. They reside normally in the so called DMZ (demilitarized) zone of the internal perimeter security arrangement. Therefore they are less secure and often a target for malware attacks e.g. with the aim to infect visiting browsers. The main threats for the Web infrastructure come from attacks against the availability of the service. In so called DoS (Denial of Service) or even DDoS (Distributed Denial of Service) attacks the attacker sends a huge amount of phoney service requests to the Web portal of an organisation. The resulting overload of the Web infrastructure may lead to a breakdown of the service.

2.2.2 Attacks against the connecting channel

Another potential weak point is the infrastructure of the Internet itself. Any gateway, router or data bridge can be used to eavesdrop on the passing data traffic. If the communication between the webserver and the Internet access device is secured by a SSL/TLS connection this kind of attack is marginally important. But there is the possibility that an attacker can manipulate the configuration of the local infrastructure to accept a self created SSL certificate and to connect to his webserver whenever a specific IP address is called. In this case the attacker becomes an impostor. He deviates the whole traffic to run through his machine and acts as a so called Man-in-the-Middle (see below).

2.2.3 Attacks against the user Internet access device

The most vulnerable zone in the channel is the user Internet access device and the local infrastructure of the user. Personal computers are often insufficiently protected against new types of malware. In addition local users are subject to social engineering attacks that may support the installation of malware at different levels of the local operating system, the Internet applications or even in HW device drivers. Identity theft, MITM (Man-in-the-Middle) and session hijacking attacks most often happen at this level. There is a last but very
important weak point in the end-to-end communication which is the authentication of the user itself. A simple UserID/PW authentication is highly insecure. New 2- or 3-factor authentication should be in place to protect from impostor attacks.

2.2.4 Insider attack
An insidious attack is the so-called insider attack. A legitimate user for instance may run an E-commerce process and later he may deny that he had done so. This kind of cheating undermines the trust in E-business relations and it is very harmful for a proper functioning of E-business relations. It only works if the user can create reasonable doubt that he was not the author of a certain transaction. If the transactions are secured through provable and auditable mechanisms such attacks become ineffective.

2.2.5 Identity theft
The above briefly discussed attacks are only a strongly reduced summary of the threats to the end-to-end communication channel. But they already illustrate the huge task to provide real security in E-business and especially in E-commerce relations. There is an almost unforeseeable zoo of known and still to be discovered attacks on the complex IT communication infrastructure. The most dangerous ones for the further E-business development are the identity theft attacks. Today these kinds of attacks are already predominant and cause high damage to individuals and the economy [15]. Therefore we concentrate our further discussion on identity theft related attacks. Other threats like online extortion or protection code cracking are not covered in the further discussion.

2.3 Malware – a landscape
To perform an identity theft, attackers often use a combination of technical methods and social tricks to impersonate online users. There is a large amount of software technologies available to support undesirable activities in the cyberspace generally denoted as malware. Malware is unwanted software running on a user’s computer that performs malicious actions. It encompasses among others [18]
- Adware (malicious but legal)
- Spyware (malicious in a legal grey zone)
- Damage causing malware (viruses, worms, Trojan horses with only destructive purposes)
- Crimeware (malicious software for criminal purposes)

Crimeware is software that performs illegal actions unanticipated by a user running the software, which are intended to yield financial benefits to the distributor of the software.

2.3.1 Crimeware inventory
There exists a whole zoo of crimeware varieties. It includes
- **Keyloggers and Screenloggers**
  These are programs that install themselves either into a web browser or as a device driver or as hidden application, which monitor data being entered using the keyboard or the mouse or take pictures of the screen to shortcut security measures. They pre-select the relevant data and send it to a malicious server. Keyloggers use a number of different technologies, and may be purchased over the internet [19].
- **Email and Instant Messaging Redirectors**
  Redirector programs intercept and relay outgoing emails or messages and send an additional copy to an unintended address to which an attacker has access. Such redirector programs are used for corporate espionage as well as personal surveillance. Such programs are also available on the Internet [20].
- **Session Hijackers**
  This refers to an attack in which a legitimate user session is commandeered by an external party. In a session hijacking attack, a user’s activities are monitored, typically by a malicious browser component. When the user logs into his or her account, or initiates a transaction, the malicious software “hijacks” the session to perform malicious actions, such as transferring money, once the user has submitted his or her legitimation credentials. Session hijacking can be performed on a user’s local computer by malware, or can be performed remotely as part of a man-in-the-middle attack (see below). When performed locally by malware, session hijacking can look to the targeted site exactly like a legitimate user interaction, being initiated from the user’s home computer. Script examples for such attacks can be found on the Internet [21],
- **Web Trojans**
  These are malicious programs that pop up over login screens to collect credentials. The user believes that he or she is entering information on a website, while in fact the information is being
entered locally, and then transmitted to the attacker. Such software can also be purchased on the Internet under alleged noble objectives [22].

- **System modification attacks**
  This kind of attack modifies settings on a user computer to cause wrong connections to malicious web sites (pharming – modification of the Internet host file that resolves URL’s in IP addresses) or to become part of a so called bot-net (distributed net of servers). This happens for instance through the manipulation of the hostname lookup table or the redirection of the system domain name requests to a phoney DNS server. Another type of system modification attack is to install a proxy through which the user’s network traffic will be passed. The attacker sees confidential information from the traffic while retransmitting it back and forth between the victim and a remote web site. This is a setting that also can be used for a man-in-the-middle attack (see below). Such proxy attacks can be performed with many commercial gateway managers.

- **Data theft**
  Once a computer is infected the attacker may install data spyware that filters specific data e.g. passwords and sends it to the malicious computer. Data theft may be performed by criminals but also by corporate (or possibly governmental) espionage. Targeted are high-value machines but also personal computers which often contain the same confidential information that is stored on better-protected enterprise computers. In addition to espionage for confidential data also documents can be retrieved for public leakage causing embarrassment to the victim. Tools for data theft are also freely available [23].

- **Man-in-the-Middle Attacks**
  A man-in-the-middle attack refers generally to an attack in which the attacker positions himself between two communicating parties and gleans the information passed between user and server. He may pass the information unaltered between user and server or he can modify or even stop the communication.

![Fig. 4. A Man-in-the-Middle (MITM) attack inserts a program or a computer in the communication channel between the legitimate user and the web operator. The MITM can listen to the communication between user and Web server, interrupt or modify it.](image)

An SSL/TLS connection should protect from a MITM attack. Normally the user browser establishes such an encrypted connection only with the party named in the server’s certificate submitted during the SSL/TLS handshake protocol. Proxies have provisions for tunneling such encrypted traffic without being able to access its contents. However, browsers and other standard software applications generally silently accept cryptographic certificates from trusted certificate authorities. A MITM can now modify the system configuration of the user computer so that it accepts self created certificates as coming from a new trusted certificate authority. Such a scenario allows the attacker to insert himself in a protected communication. Another way is to modify the communication content only on a layer above the SSL/TLS secured channel. Such kinds of attacks are called channel braking MITM attacks. They can overcome any security measures that imply a secure communication between the web operator and the user itself. In combination with social engineering methods such attacks are very powerful and break today’s protective measures of banks and other institutions.

- **Rootkits**
  To launch a successful attack the attacker has to circumvent the typical countermeasures installed on the computer like virus scanners and other protections. Rootkit refers to software that hides the presence and activity of malicious software. Modern processors have features supporting virtualization. This opens the possibility for a rootkit to virtualize the operating system and applications of a host computer, rendering detection of crimeware, which runs outside of the virtual machine, extremely difficult from within the virtual machine. Crimeware could also install itself not
only in the memory and on data volumes of an infected computer, but even in nonvolatile storage of its hardware devices, such as the BIOS or a graphics card.

- **BotNet**
  An important component of the attackers infrastructure is the malicious server. A single such server is very quickly identified by the defensive measures of the attacked organization and may be shut down within minutes or at least hours. The attackers have found a very efficient way to fool such defense strategies by creating a system of distributed servers that share the tasks of an attack and that remain active as a system even when many of the server nodes within the bot network are shut down. It is clear that attackers do not make the investment for an own infrastructure but they install dormant botnet software on many machines of Internet users. Such dormant networks can be linked and activated when the botnet owner triggers the network operation. Huge botnets are now available and can be hired for a limited time [24].

Other malware, attack methods and fraud technologies are constantly developed and tested by hacker communities and criminal organizations. The above overview will therefore become outdated very soon.

### 2.3.2 Crimeware distribution methods

For a successful attack the targeted system has to be infected with the appropriate crimeware tools. For this the attacker needs an initial access and an infection opportunity. Crimeware distribution vehicles are often combined with a so called social engineering attack where a credulous user is fooled to open his system for a malware installation or to deliver credentials which then allow such an installation by a malicious attacker. The most common distribution channels for crimeware are

- Attachment of malware to an email or an instant message with some decoy content
- Packing of malware in some harmless software utility which is offered to the user for free
- Internet worms that often install a backdoor through which a hacker gets access to the system
- Webservers exploits that infect computers of users who visit the Web site (Drive-by-Infection)
- Hacking and manually installing malware on a specific computer with high value for the attacker
- Phishing attack urging the user to install the crimeware program on his computer himself

There are countless variants of these methods to distribute crimeware. A recent trend shows that complete attack systems with distribution exploits and assorted crimeware tools can be purchased for moderate fees [25] that allow even marginally skilled persons to run an attack on a large scale.

### 2.3.3 Social engineering

Social engineering comprises methods and techniques that exploit the helpfulness, the credulity, the unawareness, the greed or the incertitude of other persons to manipulate them into performing actions against their proper interest or divulging confidential information to an attacker. The term applies to attacks on persons or companies which are related to IT technologies. In most cases the attack is performed using some sort of automation and the attacker never comes face-to-face with the victim.

A typical social engineering attack is to convince a user to open an email attachment or download a file from a web site, often claiming the attachment has something to do with the online banking account. As the countermeasures on the technical side reduce the exploits of web servers, operating systems and applications, social engineering methods become more important and will be professionalised in a way to fool more and more persons. It is difficult to battle against social engineering attacks other than through education and user information. In automated attacks on a large population there is always a residual group of persons that will be fooled by the social engineering scenario. The most well known social engineering applications are so called phishing attacks. In phishing attacks the victims are enticed to deliver inadvertently identity credentials to an attacker.

### 3 Security requests for E-business

Security means that all the threats have to be disabled up to a certain level of remaining and acceptable risks. To improve the security situation of E-business transactions a set of security requests have to be fulfilled and the corresponding protective measures must be integrated in the ICT infrastructure [7].

### 3.1 Authentication

Probably the most important security problem to solve in the digital economy is the authentication of the business partners. Authentication in a transaction setting means that both partners can prove to each other that they have the identity under which they have addressed each other. Very often the authentication process is a mutual authentication between two Internet access devices with the assumption that the physical or legal persons using the corresponding computers have been authenticated beforehand locally (e.g. SSO solutions). In a typical E-commerce setting however the machine authentication is not sufficient.
The value service requesting person has to deliver some additional identity credential to authenticate her at some point in the transaction process. There are three basic concepts called authentication factors that can be used for the identity verification of a person over a network:

- Proof that the person knows a secret
- Proof that the person has a personal token
- Proof that a person has a certain biometrics

### Authentication factors

![Person](image.png)
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Fig. 5. The verification of the correct assignment of a digital (partial) identity to the physical (or legal) person is a weak point in all security systems. There are three different concepts (called factors) to establish a link between a physical person and its digital identity.

The three concepts are used alone or in combination to construct an identity credential that can be delivered by the person. The factors also serve to qualify the strength of an identity verification. 1-factor systems based on the knowledge of a password or PIN-code are still the most common but the least secure authentication method. Many institutions now move to 2- or 3-factors systems that are considered to be sufficiently secure by the extranet access management community. The drawback of such multifactor or multimodal 2 authentication schemes is that they are more expensive and complex to deploy, less convenient and often costly to operate. 3-factors systems all incorporate biometrics. They have the advantage that a negative proof becomes possible e.g. the proof that a certain person is not the one she claims to be.

Closely related to the authentication problem of person is the authentication of machines and messages. One needs the guarantee that only the assumed sender has created a certain message. This can be achieved through a digital signing of messages with a secret key that can only be used by the authorized person or network entity.

### 3.2 Privacy and anonymity

The complementary request to authentication is the need for privacy and anonymity. Nobody wants to be completely transparent for any alien persons or organizations. Therefore persons tend to disclose as little as possible about their identity when they enter in a simple business relationship. This need for privacy is naturally transaction dependent. Nobody cares that the neighboring bakery knows what kind of bread he or she is consuming. But people certainly like to remain anonymous if they access an adult service. On the other side there may be a substantial commercial interest to break the anonymity of consumers and to profile their habits for marketing or even criminal purposes. There are methods available that allow anonymity without losing confidence in the existence of a correct identity of the business partner [8]. The below presented personal identity management assistant from AXSionics also provides mechanisms to protect the card holder from profiling attacks. The AXS-Authentication System delivers to each business partner unique trusted credentials for its identity which can not be linked one to the other by a third party without additional information.

### 3.3 Integrity and freshness

To know the origin of a message is not sufficient. It is equally important that the message was not altered afterwards by any attacker. The validity and the actuality of the exchanged messages within a transaction context is a further security request. This requirement leads to the notion of data integrity. The assurance of

---

2 A multimodal authentication credential includes several proofs of the same concept type e.g. different biometric qualities.
data integrity is an important part of an E-commerce transaction as it is the basis of the trust both parties will have in the transaction contract. Data integrity is threatened in various forms. Intentionally or unintentionally a message or a document may be changed on the way from the sender to the receiver. This is especially true if the communication channel includes a communication over a larger time gap with an intermediate storage of the data. Especially with non symbolic data (pictures, sound tracks etc) the question if data is unaltered may often be difficult to answer. Data integrity can be protected by checksums or hash codes which are mathematical or cryptographic transformations of the original data. Such codes accompany the original data as so called digital fingerprints.

A special quality of a message is the freshness. A message is often linked to some context and it could mean something completely different if the same message is exchanged in an other context. Freshness means that there is some guarantee that a message has been generated and received in a special actual context. This can be achieved by a time stamp, if the messages are exchanged over a permanent channel, or by a unique identifier that is added to the digital fingerprint of the message.

### 3.4 Confidentiality

The basic information security goals are confidentiality, integrity and availability. Often information security is identified with confidentiality alone although this is just one of the security goals that can be achieved by protective measures like cryptography. Confidentiality is always necessary when valuable data are implied. This can be a credit card number but also data on a persons health condition or a trade secret of a company. Almost in all business relations there are numerous informations that have to remain confidential in between a restricted group. Today in any research project with some commercial interest the partners have to sign a so called non disclosure agreement. The purpose is to protect know-how or intellectual property from disclosure to third parties and urges the partner to protect the confidentiality of the common data. The protection of secrets is the classic origin of cryptographic technologies. It is vital for military forces, governments, competing corporation but it may also be important for individuals. Confidentiality is a key issue to protect the privacy of a person. The usual way to achieve confidentiality of critical data is to encrypt such data. This reduces the need for physical protective measures for the whole data library to the need for the protection of the encryption key which in general is much smaller and easier to lock. But the breaking of the key is still a security risk that can never be completely eliminated. There are other methods to keep confidentiality of data like steganography [9] or scrambling [10]. But these methods do not allow a mathematical estimation of the remaining disclosure risk and are therefore seldom used in business applications.

### 3.5 Non-repudiation, accountability and auditing

In E-business relations with high value transactions it is important that some additional security request have to be integrated in the underlying security scheme. It is certainly a need that neither party can deny to have agreed on the contract after the conclusion of a transaction. Therefore it must be possible to proof that the mutual transaction confirmations have really been intentionally submitted by both parties and no party had the possibility to alter the content afterwards. For this the exchanged messages need a non reputable proof that the sending party really meant what has been agreed and the receiving party accepted the message content. Such a proof may be delivered through a so called digital signature of a document. Such a signature can be provided by a business partner that has a private signature key and a certificate for the corresponding public key. The authenticity of the certificate has to be guaranteed by a trusted third party [11]. The digital signature consist of a footprint of the document encrypted with the private key of the contract signing party and the corresponding certificate contains the public key for the signature verification and the certified link to an registered identity. This non-repudiation quality of a transaction system relies on two underlying security concepts. Persons are accountable for their acts. This means that the system can resolve the true identity of the transaction partners and it must be possible to proof that the system worked correctly in the specific case. This means that the correct working of a system can be verified at a later moment (auditability).

### 3.6 Availability

The last but not least security request is the availability of a service and the necessary communication channel to execute a transaction in the context of this service. To secure the availability always a combination of logical and physical actions are necessary. Attacks against the availability of a system undermine the trust of the transaction partners in the reliability of the system and can cause huge damage to the operator of the system.
4 The business case for cybercrimes

If we speak about criminals that move in the business of Internet fraud we have to understand their motivation. The basic explanation is given by the Willie Sutton’s law [26]. The Internet today is a place where people can win and lose a lot of real money. For organised crime the cyberspace is therefore attractive. The winning perspectives are now as high as in the narcotic trade scene [27, 28] and the risks to get shot are much lower. The times of the romantic hacker are definitely gone. Today’s attackers intend identity theft, fraud, scam, money laundering, extortion, intellectual property and brand theft, political damage, inflicting a loss to a concurrent or ambush marketing.

4.1 Figures and facts about online fraud and phishing

There are overall statistics on the number of phishing attacks [29] and numerous compilations for losses due to Internet fraud and identity theft [3,4,30]. Typically there are 20-30 thousand phishing attacks per month all over the world and the success rate varies from less than one per mille to a few percent in the case of very sophisticated attacks. The targets of such attacks are now predominant in the financial industry. Identity theft is the most prominent form of fraud in the Internet [30]. In the US identity theft touches up to 7 % of the online banking users with an average reported loss of 1200$ [28]. For Europe similar numbers are reported [31].
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Fig. 6. Monthly reported phishing attacks and distribution of the targeted industry sectors by these attacks (source Antiphising Working Group; www.apwg.org)

4.2 How phishing works

Phishing is a method to conduct an identity theft. Let’s have a closer look on a phishing attack on a banking institution.

![Preparation of a phishing attack](diagram.png)

Fig. 7. Preparation of a phishing attack: The attacker has to setup the trap for the credulous users (Email, fake server) and the infrastructure for the execution of the aimed money transfer to the attacker (Botnet to simulate independent distributed users, money mules to get the deviated money out of the financial system)
4.2.1 Money Mules
In a first step the attacker has to prepare the environment for the collection of the stolen money. For this he needs so called money mules. These are legitimate holders of a bank account at the targeted institution or in the vicinity of it. The attacker sends out hiring e-mails offering an easy auxiliary income for people that have a bank account and are willing to make occasionally some transactions. Individuals that believe this offer get a phoney contract with some offshore financial institution with the duty to transfer received money within a short time to a foreign place using a money transfer institution like Western Union.

4.2.2 Fake Web site
In a further preparation step the attacker creates a web page that looks like a legitimate web page of the targeted institution. He then sends e-mails that look like an e-mail coming from the targeted company to a large amount of Internet users. In the e-mail the attacker asks the receiver to update his identity credentials of the targeted institution for some security reason and provides a wrong link to his fake web page. Some of the addressed users have indeed an account at the targeted institutions and connect bona fide to the fake site. There the attacker asks for the actual credentials for the original bank account contract. With the stolen credentials the attacker has access to the user's bank account and he can make transactions in his name. Such a phishing attack was made recently on the Scandinavian Nordea bank and caused a loss of € 1 million within a week [4]. A variant of such an attack with an online use of the stolen credentials was tried against the US Citibank fooling even their 2-factor authentication system [32]. Not all phishing attacks are so successful but even with a much lower return on investment they are still profitable (see below).

4.2.3 Channel breaking MITM
In a more sophisticated scenario the attacker just attracts the legitimate users on a web site and installs a trapdoor Trojan (drive-by-infection) that allows the attacker to redirect all future sessions of the user with the bank institution's home page to a server that is under the attacker's control. He then installs a botnet and redirects the infected users to different nodes of his botnet. For the bank such a scenario looks like different independent normal E-banking users logging in from many different sites. Defensive traffic profiling programs of the bank will not register an unusual situation. The advantage of such an online channel breaking MITM attack is evident. The attacker does not need to steal the credentials the user will submit the real credentials at the begin of the session. He just modifies the transaction content in the background when the user tries to make his own online banking. First such attacks have been observed in the wild [33]. They can not be defeated by any of the traditional authentication or transaction security systems. The sole countermeasure is to confirm the transactions over a secure and trusted communication channel (see below).

4.2.4 Getting the money out from the financial system
Making a fake money transaction is not beneficial yet. If detected in time the transfer may be cancelled by the bank. Therefore the attacker needs the money mules that provide their ordinary bank account to receive the fraudulent transaction money. Once the money is on the account the naive helper has to go to the bank institution and take the money out. The money mule then takes his commission and sends the rest to the attacker who generally resides in a foreign country with an inefficient law enforcement system. The money mule will not be happy with his commission for a long time. As soon as the fake transmission is detected the bank will withdraw the full transferred amount from his account. In addition the money mule risks charges for money laundering. In the whole system the money mule is the person that suffers real losses. The hiring of new money mules is today's bottleneck for the attacker community. If they find new ways to get the money out of the system the losses from identity theft online fraud may escalate.
4.3 Limitations and countermeasures

Classical offline phishing attacks can be averted by challenge response protocols for the user authentication or time dependent credentials that are only valid for a short time. The online MITM attacks can’t be defeated with the sole authentication of user. The attacker just forwards the true authentication messages between user and bank operator without any intervention. He interferes only later with the exchanged messages and changes some transaction parameters. To get in such a MITM position the attacker has to insert himself in the encrypted communication channel (usually communications between an user and an operator run over an SSL/TLS connection). For this he has two possibilities. He may simultaneously establish a SSL/TLS connection to the bank and to the user simulating against both sides to be the expected communication partner (see Fig. 4) or he can install a Trojan program on the local terminal of the user that acts as a MITM after the end of the SSL/TLS encrypted channel. The first attack can be avoided by the installation of a VPN connection between operator and user based on mutual and trusted certificates (e.g. on a smart card). The second attack is more difficult to counter. The user can’t trust his local machine and needs an independent communication with the operator to discover such an attack or he must be capable to create a transaction dependent TAN number that can not be influenced by the attacker. This needs to be done in a physical independent device with an own secure processing capability.
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Fig. 9. Internet authentication and transaction security methods qualitatively ordered according their security level. The dashed horizontal lines show the minimum level of security to defeat a certain attack method. The dashed vertical line separates the methods which are vulnerable to classical offline phishing (left side) from the ones which can not be defeated by classical phishing (scheme adapted from [34]).

4.4 The business case

To better understand the attackers we need a closer look at the financial outcome of an average successful phishing attack. As explained above the market of malware production and distribution has reached a certain level of maturity. There is an established task sharing between developers of crimeware, programmers of fake web sites, collectors of valid e-mail addresses, managers of botnets, money mule hiring agencies and the organised crime as attack coordinator and investor.

Fig. 10. An attacker has to invest for the crimeware and the customisation of the fake web site approx. $10 to $20 thousand depending on the quality of the tools. In addition he needs e-mail addresses with a good coverage of the targeted user population. All these components for an attack are available on specialised sites of the Internet. The most difficult part is the hiring of the money mules. It is a lengthy and costly process to hire persons with the wished bank connection who believe in the suspicious offer.
An attacker can purchase almost all necessary tools and support service for his attack over the Internet at moderate prices [19-24]. The main problem of the whole attack scenario is the question how to get hold of the money of the deviated transactions. For this the attacker has to find and hire money mules that provide their bank account for the reception of the fake fund transfer and that are willing to pick up the money in cash from the bank and forward it to the foreign receiver. In general a commission of 10 – 30 % is offered to money mules, which makes this part the most cost intensive item for the attacker. The revenue comes from the successful deviated transactions. On the average the single amount of such a transaction is in the range of a few hundred to a few thousand dollars. Higher values are unlikely to pass the banks fraud monitoring system. A phishing attack targets a few 10k to 100k Internet users. Only a small fraction of them have a business contact with the targeted bank and within this group only a few will fall In on the phising attack. The attacker may end up with a few dozens to a few hundred successful deviated transactions which gives him total revenue in the range of $50 to $100 thousand dollars. After paying all furnishers and the money mules he remains still with a net benefice which is a multiple of the investment. This interesting business case combined with the very low risk to get caught by the police makes phishing a very lucrative business.

5 The secure channel approach

The effective loss and damage caused by cyber criminals is only one side of the medal. On the other side are the investments and costs for the security technology and their operation and the loss of confidence and trust in the E-business market. Operators have to add to the lost money of fake transactions the security bill and the loss of not realised business cases due to a growing lack of trust of the consumers or merchants. Actually the total worldwide cost for extranet access security technology is estimated to exceed $500 million per year and the rate of refused transactions due to security considerations is in the US between 6 % (domestic) and 13 % (foreign). The attackers in general have a leading edge on the defenders as long as the defenders just try to repair the detected weakest spots in the communication channels and the E-business protocols. Continuing in this way the arms race in the cyberspace will continue and the related costs will rise. The confidence of the users will decline with a serious risk to damage the whole E-economy.

5.1 Dedicated trusted platform

There is however a quite radical concept that defeats most of the actual attacking tools and bans the dominating threats to the Internet access device of the user. The idea is to bridge the most insecure components of the communication infrastructure and install a direct uninterrupted communication channel from the secure zone of the operator directly in a dedicated secure data terminal of the user. Any real secure digital system has to build up its security onto a tamper resistant hardware platform. Pure software solutions will never guarantee a strong anchor for the security measures. One approach for the realization of this idea is the so called Trusted Computing (TC) technology which is propagated by the Trusted Computing Group [35]. It is a concept that allows a certain degree of control of the hardware and software running in a computer. Although this technology is probably efficient against most of the malware attacks it is strongly disputed by privacy defending organisations. Another drawback of this technology is its limited flexibility for configuration changes that are approved by the authorized user. For real world applications it turns out that a PC system is often too complex to be controlled efficiently. TC is therefore not (yet) adapted for the home computing domain. We propose a different approach that combines the advantage of the TC technology with the requests for an easy accessible and privacy respecting computing for everybody. In fact secure transactions are needed only within a tiny fraction of our Internet activities. We therefore propose to create a secure end-to-end channel between the user and the service operator introducing a dedicated simple device that is linked but not integrated in the insecure local computing system. This personal trusted transaction assistant runs on every computer without any local installation whenever a secure communication is necessary. It assures secure transactions even over completely corrupted systems and tampered Internet connections. An attacker has no chance to enter in the strongly protected private end-to-end channel. The fact that the user needs an additional device for the security operation is even beneficial. It underlines the special situation of a secure and trusted transaction and makes the user more alert and vigilante.
5.2 The AXS-Authentication System

The AXS Authentication System™ (AXS-AS) [36] provides a secure channel between the protected zone of the operator and a dedicated tamper resistant personal device in form of a thick smart card.

The device, called AXS-Card, is personalized to its owner and remains always in his possession. The AXS-Card contains numerous digital identity credentials that can be used to establish independent connections to different operators that run an AXS-AS. The AXS-Card controls the access to the credentials through a 2- or 3-factor authentication of the user.

The security level of the authentication protocol that verifies the identity of the card owner may be adapted according the transaction type on request of the operator. The biometric authentication factor is realised by an on-board fingerprint recognition system. On the highest security level the AXS-Card asks for a combination of biometrics and secret knowledge. For a normal authentication the user has just to present one of the enrolled fingerprint biometrics. There are two main differences relative to other token based authentication or transaction hedging systems.

5.2.1 Optical interface

The first and often surprising novelty is the way the token receives messages from the operator. The AXS-Platform, installed at the operators place, sends an encrypted message over any IT infrastructure to the screen display of the local computer. On the display appears a window with flickering fields in form of a stripe, a trapeze or a diamond. The user holds the activated AXS-Card directly on the display with the flickering window and the card reads the message over its optical interface. Only the authentic AXS-Card that was addressed by the operator can read and decrypt the displayed flickering code. This one way communication channel is sufficient to transmit a one-time password, a transaction receipt, a voting list or
any other kind of short document that is needed to hedge a transaction. The AXS-Card shows the user the message content on the internal display together with some one-time codes for the possible responses. The user returns the chosen one-time code over the keyboard to the operator. A potential attacker has no chance to interfere with this communication protocol as he will not know anything about the semantic meaning of the message or the return codes. This communication scheme needs no electrical or radio connection between the AXS-Card and the local computer and no local SW or HW infrastructure has to be installed. This makes the AXS-AS mobile, flexible and simple to roll out. Any computer that is connected to the Internet can be used to establish a secure channel between the operator and the user.
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Fig. 13. The optical interface of the AXS-AS consist of a window that opens in the browser of the local computer. It shows flickering fields in the form of a trapeze. The user holds the AXS-Card directly on the flickering pattern on the computer display and receives the encrypted message from the operator. The local computer only serves as a transmission device and has no clue about the encrypted message.

5.2.2 User side identity federation

The second unique selling proposition is the identity credential management within the AXS-AS. Each AXS-Card contains a practically arbitrary number of secured channels that can be activated whenever necessary. The user decides which operators get access to the identity credentials in his AXS-Card. For this he submits a unique identifier (AXS-Card number) to the operator. The AXS-AS of the new operator and the AXS-Card of the user then allocate automatically a channel using predefined credentials for the new connection. The operator can modify the cryptographic parameters of the allocated channel in the AXS-Card already at the first message exchange. After this first registration step the allocated channel is controlled by the operator but the user decides to whom he wants to allocate the pre-initialized channels in his AXS-Card. This shared control of the communication channels allows a very flexible realization of identity federation. The trust is established and shared only between user and operator. No additional agreements between different operators or the sharing of identity information are necessary.

The advantage of such a personal identity management assistant is evident. Today a typical user of computer systems and Internet services has to memorize and manage over 50 UserIDs, passwords and PIN-codes. It is a well-known fact that users don’t handle such identity credentials as valuable secrets. Users choose either simple passwords or simple rules to memorize passwords. Dictionary attacks can break most of such alleged password secrets within seconds [37]. To augment the authentication security operators move now to 2-factor authentication and distribute passive or active tokens (cards, OTP-lists, time dependant pass code generators, digital certificates etc). The handling of all these physical and virtual identity credentials makes life not easier for their owner. Many Internet services are just not used any more because users forgot how to access the site. Users restrict their business relations to fewer operators which naturally reduces the business opportunities for E-commerce. While many systems offer identity management functions for operators the problem of the user side identity management remains unsolved. Operator arranged federated identity management (FIM) and single-sign-on (SSO) systems are ineffective to solve this problem. Both actions are taken on the wrong side of the user-operator relation. Only a user side identity management can handle the proliferation of identity credentials for the user. The AXS-Card assumes the administration of the multiple identity based relations of the typical E-business user.

5.2.3 Encapsulated biometrics

A further innovation of the AXS-AS is the way biometrics is implemented. The storage of the biometric reference template, the measurement and the comparison process are completely integrated in the AXS-Card. The card keeps the biometric data encapsulated under the full control of the owner. All the fears about irreversible corruption of biometric data become obsolete. The privacy of these data in the AXS-token is fully protected which differentiate the AXS-AS solution from most other biometric identification or verification systems. The operator only knows what kind of biometric processing is performed in the card. First attempts in such a direction have been done with biometric reference templates on smart cards carried by the user or even cards with match-on-card functions. But a real secure and privacy protecting implementation of a biometric authentication puts all biometric data handling, including the measurement process, into the user’s hand.
The shared control, biometric data controlled by the user and biometric processing controlled by the operator, allows mutual trust in the biometric identity verification and guarantees the necessary privacy and protection for the non revocable biometric data of the user. This type of shared control implementation of biometrics is recommended by the privacy protection community [38].
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**Fig. 14.** In the AXS-AS all biometric processing and data are enclosed in the tamper resistant AXS-Card that remains in the possession of the user. The biometric data are encapsulated and protected in the secure processor memory of the device. Any outside instance gets only digital identity credentials with no information about the biometrics of the user. The biometric data are controlled by the user and the way biometrics are processed and evaluated is defined and controlled by the operator.

### 5.3 End-to-end transaction security

The key element of the AXS-Authentication System is the AXS-Card. It is the platform over which a secured end-to-end communication can be established. Each message that is sent from the operator to the AXS-Card runs over a separate channel allocated to the specific operator — user relationship. The communication content is enveloped in a cryptographically secure message container. Its security mechanisms assure confidentiality, mutual authentication of the operator and the user, the freshness of the message and the correct display of the message on the internal screen of the card. The message also contains parameters that define the one-time response codes that the user may send back to the operator. There are protocols for different applications like onetime PW login, financial transaction hedging, voting, transaction signing, licence checks, recovery of a previously stored secret and many more.

An important part of the security of such a mutual trusted communication platform is the initialisation and roll out step. Special protocols make sure that only the authorised user can enrol his biometrics in the dedicated card and that only the authorised operator can take possession of one of the secured communication channels in the card. The AXS-Card can therefore be regarded as a secure container and reader of an almost arbitrary number of virtual smart cards that each operator has distributed in a secure way to the user. The advantage of the concept is the very high level of security achieved and the sharing of the infrastructure between operators without the need to establish connections and trust mechanisms between the different identity management systems.
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**Fig. 15.** The AXS-Card is the mutual controlled and mutual trusted device that allows a secure communication link between the operator and the user. All the typical security requests are realized and attackers have no possibility to make remote or automated attacks on such a system.
6 Conclusion

The E-business sector is forced to find a solution against the growing importance of Internet related crimes. The need to secure the communication between operators and users of a value service has been recognised on a broad scale [39]. However there is not yet a consensus about the way how to face this challenge. More or less all agree that the necessary secure channel needs some kind of additional infrastructure. There are communities which see the mobile phone and the SIM-Card as a carrier of this infrastructure [40], others see a solution in the Trusted Computing approach or in an extensive use of smart cards as identity credential [41]. On a longer time scale the community expects a convergence of the personal mobile communicator with an identity assistant. But independent of all the possible strategic technologies that the industry may develop and roll out on a large scale in the future, immediate efficient solutions are requested now. The presented AXS-Authentication System has the potential to defeat most of the actual MITM and identity theft attacks on financial services. It could become the requested secure platform that runs already on the present IT-infrastructure.
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